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South Bay Gaming Club 

https://sbgc.groups.io/g/club 

sbgcezine@gmail.com 

The South Bay Gaming Club is a 

loose association of friends, 

acquaintances and guests playing 

miniature wargames in the 

southern San Francisco Bay area. 

Members are military history buffs 

and generally play historical 

miniatures with figures, although 

all genres of games, including 

science fiction, fantasy, and board 

games are played.  Land, naval and 

sea war games are played. 

Copyright Policy 

Please note that the SBGC considers 

that copyrights to all material 

(written, graphic, digital physical, 

etc.) included in the eMagazine are 

retained by the author or artist.  

The SBGC reserves the right to 

reproduce any material submitted 

and included in the eMagazine.  

SBGC will honor any deviance from 

this policy upon request from the 

author or artist. 

Material submitted to other 

publications that are copyrighted 

cannot be printed in the SBGC 

eMagazine even if the author or 

artist has a copyright, as the other 

publisher likely has a shared 

copyright and SBGC requires a 

release from that publisher so as 

not to infringe on the previous 

copyright. 

SBGC implicitly releases all authors 

and artists in the regard to 

copyrights. 

Contact Us 

sbgcezine@gmail.com 

https://sbgc.groups.io/ 

Submission of articles, sketches, or other materials: 
 

 Documentation files are preferred in Text, Word or 
OpenOffice formats.  (E.g. .txt, .rtf, .doc, .odt) 

 Spreadsheets should be in Excel or OpenOffice formats (e.g. 
.xls, .ods) 

 Drawings should be in OpenOffice or scanned. 

 Photos are preferred as .tiff , .jpeg or .gif files, but .pdf files 
are acceptable.  Please submit photos as full size and 
separate from the text documentation. 

 Inside the document, please just reference a photo with 
something like [photo “Mounted.charge.tiff” goes here]. 

 Do not bother with formatting the text or adding banners, 
etc. Special fonts are likely to be removed.  The newsletter 
has a published format look and feel and submitting 
materials in their basic forms is easier to manipulate into the 
newsletter than undoing paragraph, column, font, etc. 
formatting and then changing it into the newsletter format. 

 
Articles, photos, drawings, etc. should be submitted to: 
sbgcezine@gmail.com 
 
Please adhere to these guidelines as much as possible.  Thanks.  
These formats may expand in the future. 
 

https://sbgc.groups.io/g/club
mailto:sbgcezine@gmail.com
https://sbgc.groups.io/
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Editorial 
This is the second issue of the SBGC Journal, a digital 

magazine with contributions from members of the 

South Bay Gaming Club (SBGC).  The club focuses on 

historical miniature gaming, rules and military history. 

There are occasional space, fantasy, zombie, etc. games 

and articles. 

The club officers, contributors to this Journal, and the 

editing and publishing staff are all volunteers. 

We accept short, long, or multi-submission articles (e.g. 

linked articles published in different editions) that 

include all aspects of our individual gaming worlds.  

Articles on war-games predominates these pages, but 

terrain making, historical articles, scenarios, figure 

painting, painting techniques, etc. are all welcome. 

The first group meetings to "throw some dice" since the 

beginning of the "shelter-in-place" requirements is 

tentatively scheduled for June 27th.  As may be 

expected, there are some new guidelines for "group 

gatherings." 

The church requires we meet with a representative at 

the beginning of the meeting.  They will explain the 

rules they are operating under. 

As we know the rules today:  

 The kitchen is not available. 

 The restrooms, chairs and table are available.  If 

you use the tables or chairs, we are expected to 

disinfect them (provided by the church). 

 Face coverings must be worn. 

 Materials (e.g. dice, measuring devices, etc.) 

cannot be shared. 

 GMs will acquire a list of all players at their 

game, as a contact list, if needed.  Please give 

that to the club president.  If you have a casual 

contact from other gamers not playing in a 

game, please include them in the list. 

 The meetings must be outdoors.  I have 

discussed this with the church and we can use 

the patio, courtyard, walkways, etc. 

 There will be no singing (yup, that's actually on 

the list). 

 Please do not attend the meetings if you are 

sick or don't plan to follow the guidelines. 

 We will follow the church's guidelines, as they 

understand them.  We "rent" space from them 

and we have worked extremely well with them 

for almost a decade. 

For questions or comments pertaining to this 

publication, contact the editor at: 

sbgcezine@gmail.com 

Regards, 

The Editor 
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NUTS WW2 Scenario - D-Day 
By John Cunningham 

While this platoon level skirmish scenario is designed 

for the NUTS! WW2 skirmish system from Two Hour 

Wargames, it should work fine for any skirmish game.  

Situation:  

June 6, 1944. D-Day. The largest amphibious invasion 

ever launched. You spent the last several days puking 

your guts out on a transport, and then the clambering 

over the side in the pre-dawn darkness into a landing 

boat that’s now jouncing towards the French coastline. 

If you’ve been with the US 1st Infantry Division (aka “The 

Big Red One”) since the beginning, you may be on your 

third amphibious landing – North Africa, Sicily…and now 

this. Palls of smoke from burning vehicles and landing 

craft hang in the air, lit by flashes of explosions shroud 

the beach ahead of you. Your ears are beaten by the 

overwhelming roar of naval guns, aircraft and the 

crackle of machine guns and rifles. The smell of sea air, 

vomit, diesel fumes, smoke and gunpowder choke your 

nostrils. 

“Easy Red” sector is where your platoon is supposed to 

land, but who knows if that’s where you’ll end up. Get 

across the beach and take the German positions, then 

hold and let some other dogfaces continue the attack. 

That’s your job today. 

 
Omaha Beach, D-Day – Robert Capa 

Objectives 

 The American player: Attack Mission. You must 
defeat German forces on the table and capture 
at least one of zones 1, 2, or 3.  You have 10 
turns to accomplish this.  

 The German player: Defense Mission. You must 
hold the position and stop American units from 
capturing zones 1, 2 or 3. This will be 
accomplished by turn 10.   

Forces 

American forces and on the table in any of zones 7, 8, 9 

American forces consist of: 

 Player’s squad (Infantry) 

 1x Squad (Infantry) 

 1x Squad (Infantry) 

 1x LMG (2 figures) 

 1x HQ section (4 figures) 

 1x Engineering team (6 figures) 

German forces start in sections 1, 2, or 3. German 

forces consist of: 

 Player’s squad (infantry)  

 1x Squad (Infantry) 

 1x MMG (3 figures)  

Terrain 

Set up terrain as shown on the map 

Special Rules 

 German Investment Level: 4 

 American Investment Level: 4 

 The American player has Air Superiority  

 German figures start in Fighting Positions (NUTS 
Compendium page 55). 

 You can use the map, or play the scenario using 
the Amphibious Landing rules (NUTS 
Compendium page 39). 

Historical Note: Omaha Beach was the most heavily 

defended beach of the Normandy invasion. The 1st 

Division was tasked with securing a series of ravines 

(aka “exits”) that lead off the beach and inland. The 

Germans had stacked layers fixed defenses – bunkers, 
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mines and barbed wire, that made these exits hellishly 

hard to attack. The division had to run 300 yards to get 

to the bluffs, with some of the division's units suffering 

30 percent casualties in the first hour of the assault, but 

had largely secured their sectors within a few hours of 

landing.  The division then drove across France in 

continuous offensive, reaching the German border 

at Aachen in September, 1944. 

 

Map – France 1944: D-Day 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Young Lt. Dan consults with his Veteran Sergeant 

 

 

First Squad takes heavy fire from the Bunker as they 

leave their crippled landing craft 
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Third Squad makes steady progress up the beach 

 

 

Supported by fire from Third Squad the Engineers torch 

a trench and isolate the Bunker 

See the full battle report here: 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2018/08/14/two-

hour-d-day-the-beach/ 

 

 

 

ARTILLERY COLORS IN THE FRANCO-

PRUSSIAN WAR 

by Robert Burke 

This article was originally published in MWAN. 

The following chart shows the color of both the 

gun barrel and the gun carriage for the various 

states involved in the Franco-Prussian War. 

Nation Limber Gun Barrels 

Baden Olive Green Any 

Bavaria Grey-Blue Any 

Brunswick Light Grey Bronze 

France Bottle Green Bronze 

Hesse-
Darmstadt 

Steel Grey Steel 

Prussia Steel Grey Steel 

Saxony Light Grey Steel 

Wurttemberg Olive Green Any 
* Bottle Green is a deep green with olive tones. 

 The gun barrels on the French Mitrailleuses were 

steel. 

 

Mark Strachan states that the Prussian gun carriage 

was "middle blue."  Stuart Sutherland states that 

the Prussian carriages and limbers were "light 

grey".  However, Nigel Smith (the Historical Advisor 

for THEY DIED FOR GLORY) states that the Prussian 

https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2018/08/14/two-hour-d-day-the-beach/
https://sbminisguy.wordpress.com/2018/08/14/two-hour-d-day-the-beach/
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gun carriages were steel grey (which may be the 

same color as light grey).  Wargames Foundry's 

Painting Guide depicts the Prussian gun carriage 

and barrel as light grey.  The Mecklenburg colors 

are the same as the Prussian colors. 

The metal work on all the German guns was 

blackened steel.  On the French guns the metal 

work was blackened bronze.  Although I was 

unable to find information on the color of the gun 

barrels for Baden, Bavaria, and Wurttemberg, 

wargamers could probably paint their gun barrels 

steel since most of the German states had steel 

guns. 

Lastly, if anyone has any questions about my 

Franco-Prussian rules, "They Died For Glory", they 

can contact me at Burker1@aol.com. 

Bibliography: 

 Smith, Nigel: "The Franco-Prussian War, Part 1, 

The French Army" 

 "The Franco-Prussian War, Part 2, The German 

Armies" 

 Strachan, Mark G: "The Uniforms and 

Organizations of the Armies of the Franco-

Prussian War" 

 Sutherland, Stuart: Series of articles on the 

Franco-Prussian War, Airfix Magazine, January 

1977 through December 1977. 

 Wargames Foundry: "A Guide to Figure 

Painting" 

 

 

 

Akamar Herald Year One Issue Eight  
By Bill Butler 

With help from John, Hal completed his turn for 

the first campaign year.   After starting the year 

with seven countries, Ken's empire had been 

reduced to three countries.   Mike has taken over 

the lead and only Ron has not taken control of any 

of the countries.     

EARTHQUAKE DESTROYS SWILLSAIRE SCHLOSS 

A mighty earthquake has rocked the island of 

Delphinos. Casualties are said to number in the 

thousands. The great Schloss that Prince Nichlas of 

Aquila built has crumbled into a pile of rubble.  It is 

not known if any of the treasures the Prince had 

lavished on his Schloss can be recovered. The 

nation of Saiph is in chaos and there is no longer an 

effective government. 

BROWN DORT, RULER OF PERSEUS, IS 

OVERTHROWN 

The Fnebish mercenaries have helped to install 

Black Dan as the new ruler of Perseus. Once again 

Brown Dort is rumored to have fled with the 

treasury and his harem. His whereabouts is 

currently unknown. A reward has been offered for 

his capture and return in order that he can be tried 

for his crimes against the people of Perseus. Back 

Dan has declared that Perseus has seceded from 

the Grand Confederation due to its support of 

Brown Dort and his policies.  

 

 

mailto:Burker1@aol.com
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KEN  RON MIKE RAY HAL GARY DISCARD 

4 talents 12 talents 2 talents 24 talents 0 talents 0 talents PERSEUS 2 

MONOKEROS 6  HYDROS 1,6 AQUILA 4 PERSEUS 1,3, FA  PISCIS 3,7 EARTHQUAKE 

HOROLOGIUM 8  MUSCA 5,4   ERIDANUS 1,8 SAIPH 6 

ARGOS 6  KAELUM 1,5    SYRMA 5 

  KETOS 1    GREAT KHAN 
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The Cu Chi Tunnels as a Vietnam 

Wargame Project 
By Stephen Freedman 

Background and Inspiration 

Wargame enthusiasts tend to have multiple periods of 

history that we enjoy.  All of us collect armies and 

projects from many different era’s, but how do we 

select our next wargame project?  Perhaps Bob Burke 

will identify a very obscure period of history and 

persuade me that this is something we should think 

about and start planning a major campaign.  

Alternatively, Freddie will email me and let me know he 

has 300 painted figures that he knows I really want to 

add to my expanding collection (Both these are true and 

have led to major additions to my collection!). 

The next most common event is to see an article in a 

wargame magazine or see some movies (often on a 15-

hour plane ride to Asia) and get inspired by it.  This is 

how the Cu Chi Tunnel Vietnam project came about. 

The three movies that inspired me are the Mel Gibson 

film ‘We were Soldiers’ (La Drang Valley), ‘Danger Close’ 

(Battle of Long Tan), and a very obscure film ‘1986 

Tunnel Rats’ (Cu Chi).  All three movies are worth a few 

hours viewing, and although they have their specific 

faults, each is inspiring in a different way to a 

wargamer. 

I am driven by an interest in history but also by the 

challenge of building a complex terrain that reflects the 

spirit of the period.  The idea of building a wargame 

terrain around the Cu Chi tunnels came in a flash of 

inspiration or lunacy.   A realistic tunnel system is 

inherently complex, multi-dimensional and, to be 

interesting to wargamers, needs to be full of tricks, 

traps, twists and turns. 

 

The Basic Structure 

The conceptual plan focused on building a light frame 

backbone, at least three layers of tunnels, and flexibility 

on how traps and surprises might occur.  The idea was 

to develop a skirmish type game with a one-to-one ratio 

focused on a platoon or company level engagement.  In 

order to allow a realistic battle ground for the space 

available, I decided on 15mm as the core scale.  I had a 

number of Battle Front figures from years past, 

including US infantry, PAVN and VC. I also was able to 

buy some Peter Pig specialty forces including sappers 

and Tunnel Rats. 

 

Some of the Boys (and ladies) 

Building the base was an engineering challenge. Figure 

2 shows the raw structure of the base. I used foam 

board, strengthened with battens, basswood strips, and 

a liberal use of spackling filler. This arrangement is light 

but strong enough to prevent too much warping. I find 

balsa wood lacks the strength for this type of modeling.  
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Building the base 

It shows all the layers assembled looking at the model 

from the front.  The holes ultimately become the 

multiple entrances to the hill complex. 

 

In order to ease construction, the tunnels are built 

upwards rather than the more obvious downwards. I 

use two thin basswood strips glues onto the board edge 

ways to create the tunnel walls. Each has small battens 

on the outside to support them. It is built outwards like 

a maze, with multiple turns and twists and the whole of 

this construction fits into a space of 30 inches by 20 

inches. 

 

 
The tunnel outline 

 

The empty space between the walls are simply covered 

with firm card (medium weight Collage Board) and 

reinforced with thin basswood strips.  Attached small 

living and storage chambers are done in a similar way 

with some rooms being constructed at both this level 

and a higher level, albeit needing to be accessed by 

ladders or ropes.  The 15mm ladders can be bought very 

cheaply from railway supply stores and then converted 

into short access points. 
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Filling space between the tunnels 

 

The end result are multiple entry points from the front 

of the hill, the foreground terrain and also the higher 

level of the complex.  This provides the potential for 

some quite interesting skirmish operations and a variety 

of alternative scenarios. 

 

The Booby Traps and Other Assorted Nasties 

The tunnels themselves were frightening, daunting and 

clearly very dangerous.  In reality, there were a variety 

of traps and nasty surprises that made them even 

worse.  Dead ends, underwater traps, hidden stakes, 

trip wires and explosives that were designed to collapse 

the tunnels.  In the 15mm model there is challenge 

enough to try and mimic them, but how can you design 

a game board that has the flexibility to change every 

time you play it? 

I decided to make small hazard sets that would fit into 

the tunnels and could be moved from game to game.  

They could be placed in at the beginning of a game in 

set positions or could be placed as generic game 

markers that become activated when a figure 

approaches it - upon contact a simple role of dice could 

determine what the hazard would be.  Outcomes would 

also be determined from an odds table using a second 

roll to determining the ultimate fate, for example, an 

explosive does not go off or can cause tunnel collapse.  

Here are some of the prototypes I have created for this 

additional feature.  They include generic markers, a 

variety of bamboo stake traps, a water trap and some 

trip wires leading to some explosive or some rather 

nasty bamboo spikes.  There are also some earth 

mounds for collapsed tunnels to add a little variety and 

spice. I think these can result in a very different game 

each time and I am sure individuals with creative minds 

can design more sophisticated traps and nasties. 
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Traps and nasties! 

Hotel Cu Chi 

Many thousands of Vietnamese fighters and their 

families lived in these complexes for months at a time, 

and they were staging areas for many of the infamous 

battles and skirmishes that took place in that part of 

Vietnam.  They were also used for storage of food, 

materiel and munitions.  I created several rooms in the 

complex that could be used for a variety of these 

functions.  In the last few years, I have managed to 

accumulate considerable quantities of HO or 15mm 

scale boxes, munitions, oil drums, ladders, etc. and 

these have been put on standardized bases for ease of 

playing. These could be used in a variety of locations 

within the complex for indicating objectives and 

accumulating potential game points, for example, 

destroying munitions and supplies or capturing maps 

and plans.  These can also be varied from game to game 

like Dungeons and Dragons though I do not expect 

there to be any magicians or clerics appearing. 

 

Munitions and materials 

Painting and Decoration 

In an ideal world, an enclosed model tropical landscape 

would be beautiful, complex and probably expensive. In 

a wargame scenario, I wanted to have space available 
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between the trees and bushes for deployment of troops 

and ambushes.  I also faced the issues of how do you 

mimic cold, dark, dank tunnels, yet allow them to be 

attractive to view figures in normal lighting. 

The exterior has multiple flocking steps and uses trees 

and shrubs from both commercial and scratch built 

sources.  Whilst not very professional, I like the 

compromise between good looking, practical and not 

too crazy in price.  The walls of the tunnels were orange 

undercoated and then patched layers of light grey, dark 

grey and black with the idea of visualizing rough walls.  

The floor was a light grey undercoat ad a sprinkling of 

black very fine railway ballast.  It seemed to work for my 

view of producing an esthetically pleasing product, that 

allowed easy visualization of soldiers for the players.  

For both the outside and inside flocking and ballast I 

initially painted on concentrated wood glue, added the 

flocking and then used a dropper to complete with a 

layer of diluted white model glue. 

 

The completed tunnels 

 

The covered top level of the hill 
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The uncovered top level 

The Final Cut 

The final product has turned out considerably better 

than I expected (see Figure 10).  I think it was a great 

example of a long-term project that was conceptual at 

the beginning, frustrating at times, but evolved over 

time (started several years ago and left for other more 

urgent projects, but really had a focused effort on this 

over the last three weeks) and got completed in part 

because of the lockdown.  It was not an easy 

undertaking, but I learnt many new techniques as I 

went along, many of which will be of value for future 

projects. 

 

The final step will be for one of our enterprising club 

members with an interest in developing rules to help 

develop or adapt a set of rules that would maximize the 

interactive potential of the terrain board. I could see 

this skirmish game being a compelling game for several 

players with a gamemaster. 

 

The final product 
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My Career as a Victorian War Artist 
By Nick Stern 

 

Russo-Turkish War 1768, Age 10 

I have been drawing soldiers fighting for as long as I can 

remember. For me it was a way of preserving a vision 

that I had seen at the movies or on TV. I drew lots of 

Vikings after seeing The Vikings and Greeks and Persians 

after seeing Alexander the Great. Around age ten I 

became fascinated with the Napoleonic Wars – all those 

wonderful uniforms, but everything changed when I 

watched Zulu during its first release on the big screen. 

I wanted to know more about the British colonial wars, 

and then, as if on cue, out came the film Khartoum and I 

was hooked. For Christmas 1967, I received A History of 

the Regiments and Uniforms of the British Army by Maj. 

R. Money Barnes, who also did the illustrations. He 

wrote in a Colonel Blimpish style from a previous age 

and I ate up the stories about the last stand of the 44th 

at Gandamak, the last stand of the 21st at Isandlwana, 

the last stand of the 66th at Maiwand, Gordon’s last 

stand at Khartoum, do you sense a pattern developing?  

And all those fine disasters produced heroic paintings 

by the likes of Lady Butler, Richard Caton Woodville, 

William Barns Wollen and Alphonse De Neuville. In high 

school, I filled the margins of my notebooks with 

sketches and doodles of military uniforms and action. I 

was fortunate that my parents encouraged me to 

pursue art as a career, as long as it was “commercial” 

art. I attended art college in London, England, but the 

days of teaching realistic historical painting were long 

gone, and I settled for a career in animation, which, at 

the time, seemed equally anachronistic.  

I had a long career as an animator and artist, working 

for Hanna Barbera, ILM, Atari Games and, ultimately, 

Disney Interactive. But my daydream of being a 

Victorian War artist never left me and while I was 

working, I started doing little jobs, for free, that 

satisfied my desire. I did illustrations for Savage and 

Soldier, The Heliograph, John Cape’s self-published 

games and Colonial Campaigns publications. 
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Savage and Soldier Magazine 

 

 

 

Caper Conflicts The Devil’s Wind Rules 

 

 

Colonial Campaigns Maximilian in Mexico 
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Lately I’ve been playing remote war games with my friend Eamon Hanon in Dublin. You might know him from his blog: 

http://joyandforgetfulness.blogspot.com/ Just for fun I have been making sketches of dramatic points in our games. For 

our Sikh War game, I commemorated the futile charge of my Bengal Irregular Horsemen against his Akali fanatics. 

 

Akali Fanatics – drawing and figures 

In another game, based on the Assault on the Dargai Heights. The Gordon Highlanders and the 4th Gurkhas Rifles took 

the heights held by the Afridi tribesmen, but the leader of the Gurkhas was killed in the melee that pushed the 

tribesmen out of their sangar, an action that won the game. 

 

Dargai Heights 
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Our current game, still in play, is set in the jungles of South America, where a landing party of Royal Marines and sailors 

must negotiate an uncharted island in search of lumber for a mast, meanwhile dealing with El Supremo’s guerrillas. So 

far, they have survived an ambush, but now have to cut down a tree and transport it back to ship. Who knows what 

dangers await on the return journey? 

 

Ambuscade! 

Looking at the illustration at the top of this article drawn when I was ten years old, I realize that I still love to do the 

things I loved to do then. Not a second childhood; I don’t think I ever left the first one. 
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Adding Wood Grain to Railroad Ties 
By Peter Michaels 

Occasionally, I find the need to make pieces of wood 

look more “wood like”.  I use this method for smaller 

projects.  Currently, I am creating individual planks for 

20mm WW2 ruins to use as rubble or scatter for the 

game table or within a specific ruin. 

You will need craft wood sticks.  The method is useable 

for both the round and the square sticks.  Sometimes 

these are referred to as “railroad ties.” 

Materials needed: 

 Wood sticks (the example uses square sticks). 

 A plier.  This is just a normal pliers, but the 

better “teeth” it has, the better the result will 

be. 

 

Railroad Ties Examples 

 

 

There are four ties shown:  

 The 1st tie is right out of the bag. 

 The 2nd through 4th ties are all crimped along 

all side and their entire length. 

 Ties 2 through 4 are painted 2/3rds down the 

length with the middle showing no highlights. 

 Tie 2 is painted dark brown and highlighted with 

a dark yellow.  I chose the dark yellow for the 

purposes of this example, not because it looks 

realistic. 

 Tie 3 is painted black with a very light gray 

highlight.  I did a black highlight on the bottom 

third to better show the wood grain. 

 Tie 4 is just inked in a light brown ink. 

If I want a smaller piece of wood cut with a clean edge, I 

use a straight razor.  If I want a “broken” piece of wood, 

I use two pliers, nose to nose, to break the stick, 

preventing it from cracking along a larger than desired 

length. 
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How to Protect Santa Rosa with Apologies 

to H. G. Wells and Thomas Foss 

…or… 

Games for Littler Gamers. 
By Chris Roberts 

I have a nephew.  Instead of becoming an aerospace 

engineer and designing the next space shuttle system, 

he broke his arm in undergrad, took such an interest in 

the plate in his arm he switched to medicine, married 

another doctor, had  twins who are now 4, and became 

a cardiac anesthesiologist.  When my nephew was 

younger, my family visited the in laws in Texas and we 

all went to the Alamo.  I found some 54mm plastic 

soldiers and taught him how miniature wargames work. 

It wasn’t until we visited his young family in Nashville 

that this story actually starts.  For the 4 year old’s 

birthday, I painted some 54mm robots as presents.  

They love them.  But I got to thinking.  Good guy robots 

need some bad guys to fight.  These days, what would 

make a really good bad guy.  Viruses!!  

So, here is a set of rules designed for 4 year old’s.  These 

rules owe some of their inspiration to H. G. Wells’ Little 

Wars and Thomas Foss’ Wooden Warships (that’s what 

we at the Sunnyvale Middle School called it). 

Attached is also a link to Wells’ Little Wars rules as 

published on the Guttenberg Project for free. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/3691/3691-h/3691-

h.htm 

And a link to Thomas Foss’ Skullncrown blog. 

http://skullandcrown.blogspot.com/search/label/Task%

20Force 

 

Background 

A bad virus is ready to invade and infect the sleepy 

town of Santa Rosa.  Fortunately for the people of the 

town, the brave robots of Reese and Ryder with the 

help of their two headed companion, Mom and Dad 

Robot [Robots], are ready to stop the invasion and send 

the bad virus packing. [Viruses ready to infest Santa 

Rosa] 

Materials 

3 robots. 7 viruses. The robots were from a bag of 

robots about 54mm size.  I got them on amazon.  Type 

in Plastic Robots or use this link. 

https://www.amazon.com/SCS-Direct-Fantasy-Sci-fi-

Figures/dp/B0746T9X9C/ref=sr_1_10?dchild=1&keywor

ds=plastic+robots&qid=1591749013&s=toys-and-

games&sr=1-10 

Some measuring sticks (1-foot rulers recommended), 

bouncy balls, ping pong balls, whiffle balls (something 

that if it hits the wall it won’t leave too much of a mark 

or won’t knock over lamps) or nerf guns.  If using nerf 

guns, you must wear safety goggles and not shoot your 

sister.  A big playing area.  Parental or grandparental 

involvement.  After all, someone has to move the bad 

guys.  I’d play but I don’t live in Nashville. 

Set up 

Set the robots on one side of a room and the viruses on 

the other.  Carpeted floors are not recommended but 

you use what you’ve got.  As you get better, you should 

consider some things for viruses to hide behind like 

blocks or stuffed animals.  Viruses should start at least 7 

moves away from the robots though this can be 

changed to accommodate age and skill level (parental 

discretion). 

 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/3691/3691-h/3691-h.htm
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/3691/3691-h/3691-h.htm
http://skullandcrown.blogspot.com/search/label/Task%20Force
http://skullandcrown.blogspot.com/search/label/Task%20Force
https://www.amazon.com/SCS-Direct-Fantasy-Sci-fi-Figures/dp/B0746T9X9C/ref=sr_1_10?dchild=1&keywords=plastic+robots&qid=1591749013&s=toys-and-games&sr=1-10
https://www.amazon.com/SCS-Direct-Fantasy-Sci-fi-Figures/dp/B0746T9X9C/ref=sr_1_10?dchild=1&keywords=plastic+robots&qid=1591749013&s=toys-and-games&sr=1-10
https://www.amazon.com/SCS-Direct-Fantasy-Sci-fi-Figures/dp/B0746T9X9C/ref=sr_1_10?dchild=1&keywords=plastic+robots&qid=1591749013&s=toys-and-games&sr=1-10
https://www.amazon.com/SCS-Direct-Fantasy-Sci-fi-Figures/dp/B0746T9X9C/ref=sr_1_10?dchild=1&keywords=plastic+robots&qid=1591749013&s=toys-and-games&sr=1-10
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Playing the game 

A turn is the robots go first and the viruses go second. 

Robots can shoot.  Each robot gets two shots per turn.  

Throwing should be from behind the robots unless you 

want to throw from somewhere else.  Be flexible, we’re 

talking about 4-year olds here.  Robots can move 1 

measurement stick but do not have to move.  After a 

robot moves (or not) it can shoot.  Each robot gets 2 

shots per turn.  If a robot shot hits a virus, that virus is 

eliminated. 

Viruses cannot shoot.  To infect a robot, 2 different 

viruses have to contact a robot to disable that robot.  

Viruses move 1 measuring stick per turn.  Viruses have 

to move.  Viruses move directly towards the nearest 

robot. 

Winning the Game 

If all the viruses are eliminated, the robots win and 

town is saved.  Hurrah 

If all the robots are disabled; the viruses win and the 

town is in danger.  Oh no.  Go wash your hands and you 

win.  

How do you get the bad guys?  You make them. 

The rest of the article is about how to build 

bacteriophages.  COVID 19 is not a bacteriophage.  It is 

a virus that only attacks bacteria (phage means “to eat 

or devour”).  They are the ones that look like a lunar 

lander or a d20 with a stem and legs.  Given the cost of 

a blank d20, I came up with a representation.  Science 

teachers are now hitting me up for their own.  They 

look menacing.  It’s a good a good thing they are on our 

side, for now. 

 

 

Tools I used:  A hand drill, a belt sander, a chop saw, 

and needle nose pliers to cut the copper wire.  

 

Some dangerous tools 

Materials I used:  I had some ¾” oak molding cut in 1” 

lengths (chop saw or hand saw) but anything including 

balsa would work or pre bagged ¾” wood cubes.  1” to 1 

½” wood screws; 16 gauge copper crafting ; wire 

stripped coaxial cable or romex will work just as well; A 

bag of replacement faucet plumbing washers (I bought 

these at Friedman Brothers hardware); and some 1/8” 

wooden doweling.  As a note, instead of the blocks, ¾” 

wooden dowels or ¾” bouncy balls can be used.  

¾”wooden blocks (the wood could be any species).  
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Procedure I followed 

1. Cut blocks to size.  If using premade blocks, your good 

here.  I have a chop saw so I put a pencil mark at about 

an inch so the blocks could be close to the same.  A 

hand saw and miter box could also be used. 

2. At this point, you can sand of corners to give it a look 

closer to a d20.  

 

3. Pre drill any holes.  If just doing the screw hole, make 

certain the drill bit isn’t larger than the shaft of the 

screw so the threads of the screw still have something 

to bite into.  

 

4. Cut 2 pieces of copper wire the same length.  I think I 

went 4 inches but 5 will just make them half an inch 

taller.  

5. Find the center of the wire and create a loop in the 

middle that is just large enough for the screw to go 

through.  
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6. Thread the loops onto the screw.  Make certain that 

the copper goes on in mirror image.  

 

 

7. Place 3 or 4 washers onto the screw.  

 

 

 

8 Screw the screw into the wood.  

 

9. Using some needle nose pliers to bend up the tips so 

the dangerous ends are not sticking out.  About an 

eighth to quarter inch. 
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10. Adjust the legs so the virus stands steady.  It’s 

copper so this should be easy.  My mom says they look 

menacing.  

 
 

11. I painted the “head” of the virus leaving the black 

washers and copper wire colors.  I used Ceramcoat 

(acrylic) white. 

 

Viruses Seeking Santa Rosa!! 

 

 

 

 

Robots to the Rescue! 
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Gamer’s Delight 
This is a list of South Bay hobby stores & resources. This 

list probably misses a few resources and does have 

some comic book stores that carry big brand tabletop 

wargames and board games. There may also be some 

Games Workshop stores in the area not listed here as 

well. 

Game Stores 

Fremont/Union City 

 https://gamekastle.co/locations/game-kastle-

fremont/ 

 http://www.biggerbettergames.com/ 

 Games Workshop: 30977 Courthouse Dr, Union 

City, CA 94587 

 

San Jose/Santa Clara/Milpitas 

 https://www.isleofgamers.com/ 

 https://gamekastle.co/locations/game-kastle-

santa-clara/ 

 https://www.illusivecomics.com/ 

 https://www.facebook.com/LegendsEastridge 

 

San Mateo 

 http://www.gatorgames.com/ 

 

Santa Cruz area (Scott's Valley) 

 https://www.epicadventuregames.com/ 

 

 

Hobby Stores 

Los Gatos 

 https://www.sierratoysoldier.com/ 

 

Morgan Hill 

 https://www.hobbylobby.com/store/503?lat=3

7.2187714&long=-121.58266420000001 

 

Redwood City 

 https://newtypehq.com/ 

 

San Carlos 

 J&M Hobby House: 1660 Laurel St, San Carlos, 

CA 94070 

 

San Jose 

 The Train Shop: 1829 Pruneridge Ave, Santa 

Clara, CA 95050 

 http://www.norcalhobbies.com/ 

 http://www.tatsuhobby.com/ 

 https://sheldonshobbies.com/ 


